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ABSTRACT

Recently, the electronic properties of liquid alkali (Li, Na, K, Rb,

Cs)-group IV (Si, Ge, Sn, Pb) alloys have been discussed by the present

authors ursing a tight-binding model. Only anion orbitals (= group IV) are

taken intc account. Disorder is described by a pseudo lattice, which takes

into account local coordination in one of the sublattices (cation or anlor)

onlv.

In the first part of this paper it is shown that this approximation is

consistent with the usual valence rules used by structural chemists for

crystalline structures. In the second part of the paper the solutions for

the density of states of the tight-binding Hamiltonian are studied for a

number of pseudolattices. The infinite set of Green function equations is

solved by using the effective transfer method, which replaces the famous

Bloch condition. It is shown that such a model can explain the formation

of bandgaps in disordered systems. By choosing the proper smallest oluster(s)

of transfer, loops to model the real structure by a pseudolattice, a density

of states is obtained which represents properly that of the corresponding

crystalline structure. Structures reminiscent to those caused by van Hove

singularities already appear in the electronic density of states when

relatively small cluster(s) of transfer loops are used.

The approach outlined in this paper is capable of describing the electronic

denuity of states due to various degrees of local order in a sublattice.

Some of the pecularities occurring in the solution of the density of states

oi* certain pseudolattices, such as poles outside the band, are discussed

in an appendix.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade various therraodynamic properties, electronic

transport properties and the Knight shift of a large number of liquid

alkali (= A) -post-transition elements (= B) alloys have been measured as a

function of composition and temperature, (van -,-r-r !,ugt and Geertsma, 1984).

In this paper bv post transition elements we mean: the group III (Ga, In,

the group IV (Si, Ge, Sn, Pb), the group V (As, Sb, Bi) or the group VI (S,

Se, Te) elements. Many of these alloys exhibit anomalous behaviour in these

properties near either one or two specific composition a:first, near the so-

called octet composition A 1, , where N is the number of the group of
8-N N

the B atom; and secondly, near the equiatomic composition AB. These

properties are anomalous because they deviate strongly from normal metallic

behaviour, although they cannot still be characterized as semiconductors.

For example, near these compositions the resistivity peaks up as a function

of composition, and the resistivity may become so high that the motion of

electrons becomes diffusive. At the same time the Knight shift on the

alkali nucleus is about half its metallic shift (van der Lugt and Geertsma,

1984). A composition, where these anomalies occur, will be called a

compound-forming composition, and it is characterized by its non-metallic

like properties. A short review of the anomalous properties of these

liquid alloys has recently been given by van der Lugt and Geertsma (1984).

The discussion below is restricted to the equiatomic composition.

Van der Lugt and Geertsma (1984) and Geertsma et al. (1984) stressed

the similarity between the short-range order in the liquid alloy near the

equiatomic composition and the corresponding solid compound. They found a

strong correlation between the existence of tetrahedra in the solid state

structures of the equiatomic alkali '.Na, K, Rb. Cs) - group IV (Si, Ge, Sn,

Pb) compounds and the occurrence of a resistivity maximum near this

composition in the liquid state.

These authors (van der Lugt and Geertsma 1984, Geertsma 1984,

Geertsma et al. 1984 and Meijer et al.l98M explain the anomalous behaviour

near the equiatomic composition of liquid alloys of an alkali metal with a

group IV or group V (As, Sb) elements, by assuming charged tetrahedra of
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4-
group IV ions (0 ) or, for the group V elements, relatively long chains

of group V atoms , both with a rather long life time, to exist in the

liquid.

Because: of the strong correlation between the structure of the solid

and the liquid^first, in this introduction, the principles which form the

basis for the discussion of the formation of stable semiconducting compounds

in the solid state will be considered, and thereafter the relevance of these

principles for the liquid state will be discussed.

a. The solid state

It is usually assumed that a non-metallic solid structure is stable

if the electron states are filled up to below a significant energy band gap.

A simple reason for this is that by opening a band gap some of the states

are pulled downwards and some are raised in energy. Filling the states just

up to a band gap thus leads to a net gain in energy relative to a situation

where no such gap exists. This is, for example, the cause of the Peierls instability

in one dimension, but a similar instability can occur in tuc and three dimensions (Geertsma et al.1984).

Hulliger and Mooser (1965) have developed a bond description of

semiconductors. Using this bond approach they were able to predict the

chemical composition and short-range order of semiconducting compounds.

Hulliger and Mooser derive the following rule for the occurrence of a semi-

conducting compound:

(n + n )/ N
a c a (1.1)

where n is the number of valence electrons donated by each anion to the
El

compound, n is the number of valence electrons donated by each cation to

the compound, N is the total number of anions in the compound and B is
a a

the average number of orbitals per anion involved in the anion-anion

bonding. Cation-cation bonding is neglected. The cation states, which are

usually empty antibonding states, are far above the occupied anion states.

If the interactions between like atoms can be described as localized

electron pair bonds, then the number of orbitals per bonded atom involved

in their formation is equal to the number of like neighbours of each atom.

So B - Z , where Z is the average coordination nunber of the anicns in tlte anion
a a a

sublattice, and one obtains:

n )/ N (1.2)

This rule is very similar to the one derived for elemental semiconductors

Z = 8 - N (N is the number of the group of the element). This similarity

forms the basis of the building principle of Zintl-Klemm-Busmann as given

by Schafer et al. (1973), The coordination number of each anion within the anion

sublattice is equal to the coordination found in the lattice of an element

with group number N = (n + n )/N . Schafer et al. (1973) have shown that
a c a

also a large number of compounds in which different anions have different

coordinations satisfy this rule. The local coordination Z of an anion

in the anion sublattice corresponds to the number of valence electrons n

on this anion: Z = 8 - n . This is the S — U rule on a local scale,
a e

Because we discuss compound formation in liquid alloys near the

equiatomic composition, we briefly review the relevant features of the

corresponding solid state structures.

1) The alkali-group III (Ga, In, Tl) systems. The equiatomic compounds

usually crystallize in the NaTl structure with a diamond-like Tl sub-

lattice. For convenience, we briefly mention the existence of isolated

tetrahedra of Tl in Na Tl (Hansen and Smith 1967). The equiatomic

compounds are metallic.

2) The alkali-group IV (Si, Ge, Sn, Pb) systems. The equiatomic compounds
4-

crystallize in a structure with B tetrahedra. Exceptions are LIB; the

Ge sublattice forms a three-dimensional network, while LiSn and LiPb

crystallize in a CsCl like structure. The tetrahedra containing compounds

are reported to be semiconducting.

3) The alkali-group V (P, As, Sb, Bi). The equiatomic compounds contain

isolated chains of anions.

4) The alkali-group VI (S, Ee, Te). The equiatomic compounds contain pairs

of anions and are reported to be ionic.
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The occurrence of these equiatomic compounds is explained by using

a very simple bonding scheme for anion-anion bonding i.e. sp hybridization

of the anion valence orbitals. One of the limitations of such a scheme is

the coordination number which is restricted to values smaller than five.

Another limitation is the assumption that the cation states are far above

the anion states. Thirdly, one assumes that it is possible to isolate

sufficiently the anion clusters or chains, when the latter assumption is

not valid one will obtain a metallic conductor. This applies especially to

Li compounds, firstly because the Li ion is very small and secondly

because of its relative large electronegativity. In this case Hume-Rothery

like rules replace the valence rules given above. A metallic conductor will

also be formed when too many electrons must be transferred to the anions to

satisfy the valence, i.e. for alkali-rich compounds. This is notably the

case for the alkali-group III systems. This situation has already been

discussed by Geertsraa et al. (1984) and Geertsma (1984).

b. The liquid state

Since a bond approach evidently disregards the translational symmetry of

a crystal it should also have some validity for disordered systems. Such

a description of the electronic bonding has been given for amorphous semi-

conductors like Si, ffe, As Se etc. (Weaire and Thorpe 1971,' Yonezawa and

Cohen 1981', Joannopoulos and Cohen 1976).

Kjekshus {1963) already conjectured that a generalized 8 - N rule

would be applicable to liquid alloys. That this is the case for semiconducting

liquid alloys follows from the basic assumption underlying this rule: the

local coordination of the anions is the principal factor determining whether

an alloy is semiconducting or metallic.

When semiconductivity in the solid state is based on a three-dimensional

network of covalent bonds or on the filling of bonding levels of large anion

polyhedra, the liquid state will exhibit metallic behaviour. Such large

clusters or networks , which stabilize the solid, will break up on melting

to form a liquid. Linear chains do not necessarily break up into very small
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pieces to form a liquid. For example, lone chains occur in the melts of

S, Se or Te. Liquid S and Se are semiconductors, while liquid Te is

metallic.

When the clusters which stabilize the solid are small, melting may

occur before these clusters start to dissociate with increasing temperature.

The existence of clusters (charged) in liquid alloys depends on the strength

of the covalent bonding within the cluster with respect to k
B
T
M e l t '

The evidence for cluster formation in the liquid state not only stems

from the study of the solid state structures near the equiatomic composition

but is supported by results of recent neutron scattering measurements on the

Na-Sn system (Alblas et al 1984a, 1984 ). The large peak in front of the

usual liquid structure peak and the shoulder at the high q side of the
4-

latter peak are explained in terms of the formation of Sn4 clusters.

In section 2 we report results of the effective transfer method

for a number of regular pseudolattices, appropriate for explaining the

electronic properties of the systems we are considering. In section 3

results are given for degenerate states on a Bethe lattice. Criteria are

derived for the formation of bandgaps in terms of the splitting of energy

levels in a cluster. These criteria are comnared with criteria for the

formation of bandgaps on the modified Bethe lattice derived in section 2.

2. THEORETICAL PART

2.1 The model

2.1.1 The principles

We briefly repeat the principles discussed in the introduction which

are of importance for constructing a tight binding model to calculate the

electronic properties of ordered and disordered alloys near the equiatomic

composition,

i) Only the local bonding within the anion sublattice is of importance

for the electronic structure of the valence bands.
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ii) The cations donate electrons to the anions.

iii) The cations fill the holes in the anion sublattice so as to keep

the anions or clusters of anions apart.

iv) Near the equiatomic composition the local coordination in the

anion sublattice is equal to the local bonding of the elements in

the next group of the periodic system.

v) From i), ii) and iii) we conclude that the cation states may be

neglected in the actual calculation of properties which are

determined by the character of the electronic states near the

Fermi level.

vi) We assume the existence of clusters of anions in the liquid with a

relatively long lifetime This lifetime should be larger than

the relaxation time of the valence electrons to have a large effect

on the electronic conductivity. The structure of the anion sub-

lattiee is described "by a pseudolattice.

2.1.2 The pseudo lattices

In this paper we discuss in detail the electronic density of states

(DOS) of a number of pseudo lattices. The reason for using a pseudo lat-

tice is that the calculation of the DOS for disordered systems is difficult.

A pseudo-lattice can describe adequately the local coordination and bonding

but disregards any long-range order. It gives good results for the

electronic band structure and electronic properties when the electrons

are in rather localized orbitals.

The basic principles for constructing a pseudolattice are 1) determine

the dominant covalent interactions and 2) determine the basic building

blocks (clusters) of an ordered or disordered solid or liquid. Once this

choice has been made the effective transfer method can be used to solve the

set of coupled Green function equations. One or more effective transfers

"T" are defined which take into account the effect of the whole lattice

(pseudo lattice) on the motion of an electron from one site to another,

including its change in amplitude and phase. One should not confuse these

effective transfer matrices with the effective transfer integrals used in

tight-binding methods.
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The effective transfer method is based on the observation that

transfer of an electron, including its phase, between two lattice points on

a regular pseudo lattice does not depend on the starting atom.

A regular pseudo lattice is defined as a lattice in which all positions

are equivalent. On a regular pseudo lattice like the Bethe lattice or

Cayley tree, i.e. a lattice without transfer loops, only one effective

transfer is required. A3 soon as transfer loops are present, the transfer

paths will interfere and usually more than one effective transfer is

required. Examples of pseudo lattices with loops of transfer integrals are

the Husimicactus lattices and the modified Bethe lattice or expanded

Husimicactus lattices. On a regular pseudo lattice one can identify

usually one or more basic effective transfers, corresponding to one or more

covalent bonds or transfer integrals, out of which each effective transfer

between two lattice points on a pseudo lattice can be constructed.

Pseudolattices have also been used by Franz et al. (1980) to discuss

short-range order and the electronic density of states of liquid alkali-

gold alloys, and by Joannopoulos and Yndurain (1974) to discuss the electronic

density of states of amorphous Si and Ge. More applications can be found

in recent reviews of Robertson (1933), Yonezawa and Cohen (1981), Joannopoulos

and Cohen (1976), Thorpe (1982).

2.2 Hondegenerate states on a pseudo lattice

2.2.1 The effective transfer method for regular pseudo lattices

We study the following tight-binding Hamiltonian,

(2.1)

where t.'s are the energies of the atomic levels, and t,, is a transfer

integral which describes the hopping of an electron between sites i and j.

In a regular systen €. i s a constant.
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The density of states (DOS) is given by

N{E) = - -ImTrG(E+), (2.2)

The indices are indicated in Fig. 1, We observe that there are four

equivalent positions 1 with respect to 0 and for 1 , 2 and 3 there are

two equivalent positions with respect to 0.

We define the following effective transfers:

where G(E) is the Green operator. When all positions are equivalent we

can write

N

(2.3)

The local DOS, N (E) is defined by

G o o ( E + > •
(2.4)

This Green function G ( E ) can be calculated from the Dyson equation.
00

This leadsto an infinite sequence of equations'" which can be solved by using

the effective transfer method.

We illustrate the method by considering a Husimi cactus of hexagons.

A Husimi cactuB is a pseudo lattice in which each bond is part of only one

loop of transfer integrals (Thorpe 1982). The Husimi cactus lattice can be

constructed from triangles, squares, pentagons, hexagons, etc. A Bethe

lattice can be regarded as a Husimi cactus of pairs. Each site of the

pseudo lattice is part of two or more transfer loops. For the hexagon

Husimi cactus we consider the case with two hexagons per site.

The sequence of Green functions becomes

4VG 10

(E-

(E-

(E-

,+ VG 30 (2.5)

Tl * Gl(/ S00 G30 G40

T 2 = (2-6)

T3 ' G30/G00'

These three T.'a are the basic effective transfers. Note that T 4 T

which would have been the case without the transfer loop. The three equations

for T , T and T are

T3, (2.7)

In the remainder of this discussion for convenience ire take £ » 0,

and the energy scale in units of V : uj = E/V

The solution of Eq.(2.7) is easily obtained from a fourth order equation in T.

The result is in Table 1. The local Green fucntion can be calculated from

(» - 4Ti>
-1

(2.8)

Poles are expected to occur for fij = 4T . These poles correspond to
P 1

localized s t a t e s whenn U) i s outside the band.

Subst i tut ion of T = 1/4 OJ in the equation for T, gives a) = * 2, - 4 .
1 p I P

etc.

- 9 -
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The first two solutions are in the band of extended states: ->- = ± 4
p

are poles outside the band, however their residue vanishes. The latter two

poles are just at the energy of the band edges one deduces from the Frohenius-

Perron theon : iZiman 1979). The poles inside the band give rise to peaks

in the DOS (Rg.2), A similar discussion can be given for the triangle,

square, pentagon Husimicactus lattices. The results are summarized in

Table 1 and Fig. 2. rinly for the triangle Husimicactus lattice

Tor Z = 4 one obtains a localized state outside the band of continuum

states with a finite residue. We discuss the wave function corresponding

to this pole in the appendix. Poles at one or both band edges (Thorpe

1982) are found for the Bethe lattice with Z = 2, the triangle

Husimicactus lattice with Z = 6 and for the pentagon Husimicactus

with Z = 4.

Next we discuss another type of Husimicactus lattice with more than

one transfer loop along a certain transfer integral or covalent bond. We

consider only pseudo lattices on which all sites are equivalent. First we

can extend the triangle Husimicactus lattice with one loop per bond to a

tetrahedron lattice with two loops per bond (Fig. 3) and secondly we can

extend the square Huismicactus to a cubic lattice 'Fig, 3). The solutions

are given in table I. Verges and Vndurain (1983) have used the tetrahedron

Husimicactus to discuss electron states at steps on transition metal surfaces.

2.2.2 The Husimicactus lattices compared with c.ris.taLline_J.a,ttices

We are now in a position to compare these results with electron bands

obtained for the corresponding crystalline lattice. Note that the result

of the Bethe lattice for a linear chain is "exact". For the square lattice

we find a singularity at tu= 0. Just as for the two-dimensional square

crystalline lattice. For the cubic pseudo lattice we obtain maxima in the

DOS at UJ= + 2, just at the energies where one finds the so-called van Hove

singularities in the simple cubic crystalline lattice. So, the basic

building blocks of a one-dimensional linear chain, a two-dimensional

- 11 -

square lattice and a three-dimensional simple cubic Lattice are the pair,

the square and the cube,respectively. The periodicity of a lattice results

in the uttermost bandedges. From this we conclude that disorder will

narrow a band, because disorder makes the large loops required for these

states unvailable. It is interesting to note that structures (features) in

the DOS, reminiscent of those caused by van Hove singularities in periodic

three-dimensional systems are also obtained in these calculations.

We conclude that when the topological short-range order increases

more structure appears in the DOS reminescent to those caused by van Hove

singularities. Compare for example the DOS of pseudo lattices with Z = 12

in the sequence: Bethe lattice, triangle Husimicactus lattice and tetrahedron

Husimicactus lattice.

The DOS of an fee lattice of s orbitals diverges at the lower

band edge. This can be traced as due to the tetrahedron building blocks of

the fee lattice. For a tetrahedron pseudo lattice one finds a pole outside

the band for Z = 6 and Z = 9, while for Z = 12, corresponding to the

coordination number of the fee lattice, this pole coincides with the lower

band edge (Fig.6). The bec lattice can be represented by a square

Husimicactus lattice with Z = 8 (Fig. 7). Another way to describe the bec

lattice using a pseudo lattice is based on the octahedron. Each lattice

point is the vertex of two octahedra. The results are compared in Fig.7.

Note that the latter pseudo lattice describes well the gross features of the

DOS of an s band on a bec lattice: the exact result diverges for «J= 0,

and so does the result for the octahedron lattice.

We stress the fact that a well chosen pseudo lattice contains the

principal information for the description of the DOS of the corresponding

crystalline lattice.

2.2.3 The modified Bethe lattice (MBL)

In a recent paper we introduced a pseudo lattice called a modified

Bethe littice (MBL). A MBL can be derived from a B"ethe lattice by

replacing the vertices of a Bethe lattice by a cluster of closed loops.
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Within such a cluster all sites are bonded with a covalent interaction U,

Between two neighbouring clusters we "take only one covalent bonding V

between one site of each cluster. The coordination number within the

identical clusters in Z and the number of V bonds per site is Z
u v

(Geertsma et al 1984). The solution of this lattice requires two transfers

T and T . The solution has been given by Geei-tsma et al. 6.984/

A MBL is sometimes called an expanded cactus lattice. It has been

used for random walk problems by Fisher and Essam (1961) and Hughes et al,

(1982) and by Movaghar et al. (1981) to discuss the Hall mobility of

disordered systems in which electronic motion is due to hopping.

This type of lattice has been designed to describe band gaps due to

clustering in a system of like atoms. Such a formation of clusters may be

regarded as a three-dimensional Peierls transition. For 2 = 3 , Z = 1,
u v

and Z e2, Z =1 one obtains poles with nonvanishing residue outside the
u v

bands. Examples of the resulting DOS are given in Fig. 8 for various values

of oC. = V/U.

We can generalize this type of lattice to what will be called, a

modified Husimicactus lattice, in which all sites are equivalent and each

site is connected to at least two cluster types. The MBL is just a

subsystem of the modified HusimicactuE lattice. In Fig. 9 we give results

for the DOS for various values of o( = V/U, and for Z = 6 (three triangles

per site), Z = 3 (one tetrahedron per site),
u

A study of the equation for the effective transfer of the MBL

revealed that the condition for the closing of the band gap as a function

of o<. = V/U could be approximated analytically by considering the solutions

at £ = to/U - Z - 1. In this case there is always one solution T = O, so
u v

no electrons are transferred. One can find an approximate solution for

et such that for ot<oC the gap is open:
crit crit

I) 2 -4
(2.9)

Z . Equation ,̂2.9) is exact for Z = 1. Results using this equation

- 13 -

differ only slightly from the values obtained graphically by Geertsma et al.

(1984). The tendency to form a band gap increases for large clusters, while

increase of the number of inter cluster interactions decreases this

tendency.

3. DEGENERACY ON A PSEUDO LATTICE

In the previous section we considered pseudo lattices with one

orbital per site. The extension to degenerate states is straightforward

We consider for simplicity the Bethe lattice. The scalar quantities are

replaced by matrices. The DOS per orbital is

(3.1)

The total DOS at 0 becomes

H = -ImtrG0QH (3.2)

where tr indicates the sum over all states at 0.

We can define the following effective transfer matrix:

which for the Bethe lattice is the solution of

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

With b°
- £ o > *

(3.6)
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where 1 is the unit matrix, E is the matrix of orbital energies and

V is the covalent interaction matrix for nearest neighbours. Instead of

solving for the effective transfer matrix one can solve for the self energy.

ZVT - ((Z -
(3.7)

An example of a result of a calculation of the DOS for two nondegenerate

orbitals per site, each interacting with a covalent interaction V with

nearest neighbour is given in Fig. 10.

Note that this type of approximation may replace the MBL calculation.

It can be obtained from the MBL by first diagonalizing the Hamiltonian with

respect to the clusters. The interactions between clusters are less well

defined. It is clear that a pair with s orbitals on a Bathe lattice is

equivalent to a tetrahedral Bethe lattice with p orbitals and V^ = V-JJ-

within the cluster. When in a tetrahedron the TT and <y bonding are equal,

the p levels are split into two six-fold degenerate states {Geertsma et

al. 1984).

The band edges in a Bethe lattice are given by the following equation

(Linke et al. 1983)

4(Z - (3.8)

Assume the following form for the covalent interparticle interactions:

V =
C B (3.9)

where A = 1 +o<Q, is the covalent interaction matrix between bonding

cluster states on nearest neighbour clusters. B = rl + BQ is

-the covalent interaction matrix between antibonding states

oh nearest neighbour clusters and C = y(l + Q) is the interaction matrix

between bonding and antibonding states; Q is a n x n matrix, *(, B, y

and r are numbers.

- 15 -

The matrix elements of Q are 0 = (1 - k ). For the unperturbed
ij ij

energy levels we take

(u. -

0 (u, +
(3.10)

Equations(3.9) and (3.10) describe the interaction between clusters on a

Bethe lattice. On each cluster we take an n-fold degenerate bonding state

with energy <" = -A and an n-fold degenerate antibonding state with energy

"J = +A (Eq.(3.10» . The interactions are given by Eq. (3.9).

The resulting expression for the band edges becomes (in units of V)

•-4 - (2K(1 + r2 + (o2 + 6
2}(n-l)

+ 42(i2 - 2K(i + r2 + (a
2 + e2}(r.-l) - ?nY

2)) = 0

(3.11)

where K - Z — 1, We distinguish a number of cases.

When the interactions between bonding states are equal to the interactions

between antibonding states we have the case r = 1. This assumption

simplifies the solution of Eq. (3.11) considerably because for d- = 13 one

obtains the following criterium for the splitting of the bands into an

antibonding and a bonding band:

A 2 > 1K(1 + a
2[n - 1) - trr2) (3.12)

For A > ̂ \ a gap exists in the DOS. For r = 1, d = B, and

2 2

V > (l + (n-l)Gt. )/n the gap between bonding and antibonding states will

always be open. Interactions between bonding and antibonding states ( *" "f )

tend to open the gap, while interactions between bonding states (~ <X )

or/and antibonding states ( ~ B) tend to close this gap. Degeneracy
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enhances ,both effects. Note that for

depend on the degeneracy

= fi = does not

4K(1 - a 2)
(3.13)

These results support the conjecture made by Geertsma et al. (1984), that

the condition for the formation of a bandgap in the DOS on a MBL is nearly

independent of the degeneracy of the unperturbed atomic levels. For

?i, • fi = y j i and r = 1 a bandgap exists independent of the coordination

number Z or degeneracy n. Comparing this with the results on the MBL

(Eq.(2.9)) one finds that for tetrahedra on a MBL a similar rule holds

( d \ i) while for pairs d. = 0.5; on a MBL the critical value
crit crit

depends on both coordination numbers Z and Z . Note that for
u v

> 2/fT,
u v

always a gap is obtained for ct= B = ^ and r = 1. In the limit o^= fl = 0,

r = 1 the condition for splitting of the bands is given by

!K(I/(n-,2) + 1) (3.14)

THE is the case when interactions exist between the sane crtiitals on both clusters or atoms only.

For small v , S has to be rather large to obtain a bandgap, while for large

y , i.e. strong interactions between bonding and antibonding states

A > ' < /2K to result in a splitting of bands. When the degeneracy becomes

larger the critical value of A for which the bandgap opens decreases.

electronic DOS of a periodic lattice are tiEn retained. On increasing the

degree of short-range order, features appear in the DOS reminiscent of

those caused by van Hove singularities. Only the positions of the

band edges of the DOS of crystalline structures are poorly described.

In section 3 orbital degeneracy on a Bethe lattice has been discussed,

with special emphasis on the closing of bandgaps between two degenerate.bands.

The results are compared with results of nondegenerate states on a MBL.

It turned out that the conclusions based on results obtained using the

latter model (Geertsma et al. 1984) need not be modified.

The conjecture made by Geertsma et al, i.e. that the closing of a bandgap

is nearly independent of the degeneracy of the unperturbed atomic states,

is correct. Consequently the calculations presented above give a firm basis

to the model presented by Geertsma et al. (1984) to explain the electronic

preperties of alkali(Li,Na,K,Rb,Cs)-groip IV (SL,Ge,ai,R)) ocmpotnds near tte equiatcoiic composition.

Formation of tetrahedron clusters of group IV anions are essential for an

understanding of the physical properties Of liquid alkali- group IV (Si, Ge,

Sn, Pb) alloys. Such a clustering of ions on the anion sublattice may be

interpreted as being due to a three-dimensional Peierls transition.

In our opinion, the pseudolattices studied in this paper form a good

starting point for a discussion of the electronic properties of alloys

with a rather large resistivity and for alloys in which the valence

electrons are in rather localized orbitals.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In section 2 it is shown that one may model the atomic structure of

a periodic as well as a disordered system by a pseudo lattice. Such a

pseudolattice can take into account the local short-range order. By using

a pseudolattice of properly chosen clusters, the main features of the

- 17 -
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APPENDIX

THE CHARACTER OF POLES OUTSIDE \ BAN!-1:

In thi .' appendix we consider the character of the eigenfunctions

corresponding to poles outside the band of continuum states for the Husimi-

cactus lattices and the modified Bethe lattice (MBL). Poles outside the

band are obtained for the triangle Husimicactus lattice for Z = 4 the

tetrahedron Husimicactus lattice for Z = 6 and Z = 9, and for the MBL for

the cases: Z = 3, Z = 1 and Z = 2, Z = 1.
u v u v

The wave function for the localized state outside the band for the

triangle Husimicactus lattice for Z = 4 has been discussed by Thorpe (1982).

The wave function of this state can be written as (centered on site i - 1)

(A.I)

where for each i there are 2 equivalent positions with respect to

i = 1. The residue at this pole is 1/3. The eigenvalue is E = -2V.
P

From Fig. 11 we see that it is an antibonding state, in agreement with its

energy (V<0). An orbital ty is located on each site.
P

A tetrahedron Husimicactus lattice gives rise to a pole at E = - 2V
P

for Z = 6 with residue 1/2, and for Z = 9, E = - 3V with residue 1/4.
P

These can be summarized as follows. Define the connectivity K : K =1 for

a Bethe lattice, K = 2 for a triangle Husimicactus, K = 3 for a tetrahedron

Husimicactus lattice.

The Green function becomes

boo
(Z -

-2K

- ( l t^ ]J5L" Z [ ( E " ( Kr ])v) ?- 4(z -t
-(K -1

]
i— . (A.2}

Poles occur for the following energies ;

ZV ; El * -ZV/K .
(A.3}

- 13 -

Banrl edges at

= (K - 1 ± 2(Z - Kj=) (A.4}

Band content

B -- ~1/{2K) - j I - ( K + 1 ) ; / < 2 { K + 1 ) ) - \ l - K ( K + : ) t / ; 2 K ( K + 1 ) ) . ( A . 5 )

For the loca l i zed s t a t e s on a MBL for Z = 3, Z = 1, i . e . te t rahedra
u v

on a MBL, one derives

The subscripts of the atomic wave functions (fy are indicated in Fig. 12.

There are 3 equivalent positions for each i with respect to the 0 - a

bond. The amplitude of the wave function decreases with 1/3 over a UV bond

sequence, ty is bonding with respect to the V bond and antibonding with
P

respect to the U bond, y is antibonding with respect to the U bond and

the V bond. The character of the poles for a MBL with triangles is

equivalent to Eq. (A.6) for the tetrahedra (Fig. 11).

One derives the following eigenvalues for the eigenfunctions ty and !)J

P P
of the MBL consisting of triangles or tetrahedra

= -U * V . (A.7)

The residues are: (Z - 1)/{2(Z + 1 ) ) ; Z = 3 gives a residue of 1/4
u u u

Z =2 gives a residue of 1/6. There are also poles for (Z = 1 )

= Z u U (A.8)

Although these poles are outside the continuum of states their residue

vanishes. The band edges for Z - 1 are at
v

- 20 -



(A.9)

These localized states occur in these lattices because of the

restriction on the closed loops. These states occur within the limits for

the band edges set by the Frobenius-Perron theorem (Ziman 1979). Inclusion

of all possible closed loops of a real lattice would result in the

disappearance of these poles in the band of continuum states.

The bands become more broadened when the number of nearest-neighbours

increases, while the pole remains at the same energy.

These poles are reminiscent of the localized states associated with a pair,

a triangle, a square, etc.; i.e. of the smallest building block (= transfer-

loop) of a pseudo lattice. They only appear outside the band for systems-

with an odd nuober of bonds per transfer loop. For such systems the bonding

limit of the band can in principle be achieved (the phase of this eigen-

function is the same on each site), while the antibonding limit cannot be

attained (changing of the phase of this state over each bond) for an

extended state. The phase of the eigenfunction in each transfer loop inter-

feres destructively with the phases in the neighbouring transfer, loop

This results in a localized state. Introducing the mobility edge into this

discussion (Mott and Davis 1979): this edge has to be situated between

these localized poles and the upper band edge(Yonezawa and Cohen 1981).

- 21 -
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Husimicactus lattice of hexagons

Figure t1 Density of states N(iO) for various Husimicactus lattices

with coordination number Z = 4.

a. triangle,

b. square,

c- pentagon,

d. hexagon.

Figure 3 a. Husimicactus lattice of tetrahedra,

b. Husimicactus lattice of cubes .

Figure 4 Density of states N(sJ) for Husimicactus lattices of squares

for the following coordination numbers: a. Z=4, b. Z = 6,

c. Z = 8.

Figure 5 Density of states for Husimlcactus lattices with Z = 6:

a. squares b. cubes, to describe the density of states of a

simple cubic lattice.

Figure 6 Density of states for Husimicactus lattices with Z = 12

a. triangles b. tetrahedra, to describe the density of

states of a face-centered- cubic lattice.

Figure 7 Density of states for Husimicacatus lattices with coordination

number Z = 8: a. squares, b. octahedra to describe the

density of states of a body-centered cubic lattice

Figure 8 Density of states for tetrahedra on a modified Bethe lattice

for Z = 3, Z = 1 for various values of gf = V/U. The
u v

vertical bars indicate the position of the poles with a finite

residue

- 25 -

Figure 9 Density of states for a Husimicactus lattice consisting of

triangles and tetrahedra for Z = 4 (two triangles per site

and one tetrahedron per site) and Z = 3, for various values

of the parameter :/ - V/U: a. 0,4, b. 0.6, c. 0.8, d. 1.0

Figure 10 Density of states for a Bethe lattice of clusters. Coordination

number Z=10. Only diagonal covalent interactions between

nearest-neighbours are taken into account: a. 0.05, b. 0.1,

c. 0.15, d. O.2, Two nondegenerate states per site with energy

+0.1 and -0.1, respectively.

Figure 11 a. Wavefunction corresponding to the pole outside the continuum

of band states for the Husimicactus lattice with triangles

(Z=4). A detailed description is given in the appendix,

b. Wavefunctions corresponding to the poles outside the band of

continuum states for a modified Bethe lattice with tetrahedra

for Z = 3, Z » 1.
u v

The upper wavefunction is bonding with respect to the bonds

in the tetrahedra and antibonding with respect to the bonds

between the tetrahedra.

The lower wavefunction is antibonding with respect to both bonds.

The i's indicate the positions of the corners of the tetra-

hedra (see Fig. 12). More details are given in the appendix. '

Figure 12 A modified Bethe lattice consisting of tetrahedra.
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